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Jefferson Lab is named afterJefferson Lab is named after
Thomas JeffersonThomas Jefferson

  Born in VirginiaBorn in Virginia
  1743 1743 

  Third president of the USAThird president of the USA
  1801-18091801-1809

  Draftsman of the Declaration of IndependenceDraftsman of the Declaration of Independence
  17761776



Jefferson Lab is named afterJefferson Lab is named after
Thomas JeffersonThomas Jefferson

  

He was also a scholar!He was also a scholar!



  Thomas JeffersonThomas Jefferson

  

““Nature intended meNature intended me  forfor the tranquil  the tranquil 
pursuits of pursuits of sciencescience, by rendering them , by rendering them 
my supreme delight. my supreme delight. ButBut the enormities  the enormities 
of the of the times in which I have livedtimes in which I have lived, have , have 
forced meforced me  toto take a part in resisting them,  take a part in resisting them, 
and to commit myself on the boisterous and to commit myself on the boisterous 
ocean of political passionsocean of political passions””
                                                              18091809



                            Thomas JeffersonThomas Jefferson

  

  

  
                    
                  Founded University of Virginia in 1819Founded University of Virginia in 1819
                                                          Temple of ScienceTemple of Science



              Parthenon, Athens, GreeceParthenon, Athens, Greece

  Built 2500 years agoBuilt 2500 years ago
                                                            



The same time 2500 years agoThe same time 2500 years ago
Greek philosopher DemocritusGreek philosopher Democritus
proposes theory of atoms – proposes theory of atoms – 
building blocks of nature building blocks of nature 

    
                                                            



No experiments with atoms wereNo experiments with atoms were
possible at those times and the possible at those times and the 
form of atoms was unknown form of atoms was unknown 

    
                                                            



Only circa 100 years ago Only circa 100 years ago 
physicists discovered that atoms physicists discovered that atoms 
were made of were made of postitivepostitive and  and 
negativenegative charge particles charge particles

They 
thought 
atom
could look 
like a plum 
pudding



Only circa 100 years ago Only circa 100 years ago 
physicists discovered that atoms physicists discovered that atoms 
were made of were made of postitivepostitive and  and 
negativenegative charge particles charge particles

 negativenegative

postitivepostitive



Ernest RutherfordErnest Rutherford
in 1911 discovered in 1911 discovered 
the atom as we know it the atom as we know it 
todaytoday
          Hydrogen atomHydrogen atom electron  electron  

orbits orbits 
aroundaround

proton proton 
in the center in the center 



Ernest RutherfordErnest Rutherford
  ““Father of Nuclear science”Father of Nuclear science”

                    Nobel price 1908Nobel price 1908

Hydrogen atomHydrogen atom

Planetary Planetary 
model of model of 
the atomthe atom
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Hydrogen is the most abundant element Hydrogen is the most abundant element 
in the universein the universe

    



Alexei Prokudin – Lecture IAlexei Prokudin 

Hydrogen is the most abundant element Hydrogen is the most abundant element 
in the universein the universe

Two atoms of hydrogen and one atom ofTwo atoms of hydrogen and one atom of
oxygen make wateroxygen make water

More than a half of our body is made More than a half of our body is made 
of water!of water!  
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What do we know about atoms:What do we know about atoms:
Atoms are very small, but how small?Atoms are very small, but how small?  
Let us compareLet us compare

The Earth
and 
a quarter
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What do we know about atoms:What do we know about atoms:
Atoms are very small, but how small?Atoms are very small, but how small?  
The same as to compareThe same as to compare

A quarter
and 
the atom



Alexei Prokudin – Lecture IAlexei Prokudin 

Atoms are made of protons (positively Atoms are made of protons (positively 
charged) and neutrons (no charge) and charged) and neutrons (no charge) and 
electrons (negatively charged)electrons (negatively charged)

How do we study protons?How do we study protons?
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We use We use 
experimental experimental 
facilitiesfacilities
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JLab is a gigantic microscopeJLab is a gigantic microscope
that observes structure of that observes structure of 
the protonthe proton
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JLab is a unique facility 
 

Polarised electrons  probe
structure of polarised 
protons
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JLab is a unique facility 
 

Polarised electrons  probe
structure of polarised 
protons
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We know that protons are made of quarks We know that protons are made of quarks 
and gluonsand gluons  



Alexei Prokudin – Lecture IAlexei Prokudin 

Our world has three spatial dimensions Our world has three spatial dimensions 
and timeand time  

Any object has threeAny object has three
dimensional  dimensional  
structurestructure  
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Where quarks are located and how they Where quarks are located and how they 
move is a basic fundamental questionmove is a basic fundamental question  
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Where quarks are located and how they Where quarks are located and how they 
move is a basic fundamental questionmove is a basic fundamental question  

Jefferson Lab is revealing answer toJefferson Lab is revealing answer to
this questionthis question  
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Information 
 

Knowledge
 

Progress
 

Why do we need it? 
 



A lot of people work at JLab 
 



Alexei Prokudin  

CONCLUSIONSWe are not alone in our mission



We are not alone in our mission



Alexei Prokudin  

CONCLUSIONSTHANK YOU!
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